
HAZERA EXPERIENCE DAYS ‘20



WELCOME TO THE  
HAZERA EXPERIENCE DAYS 

MEET US NOW AND GET ALL THE LATEST INFORMATION 
ON OUR PRODUCT RANGE, TRENDS AND INSIGHTS. 
We wish you a very successful growing season!

Kind regards, The teams of Hazera and HM.Clause
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https://vimeo.com/458639404
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BRUSSELS SPROUTS

BRUSSELS SPROUTS | 16-773 F1 h *
November/December variety with excellent sprout quality. Cylindric 
setting. Average vigor. Sturdy plant. Medium size sprouts 30-35mm. 
Smooth compact sprouts.

BRUSSELS SPROUTS | BRECHT F1 h
Productive variety for December harvest. High number of sprouts. 
Cylindric sprout setting. Fine sprouts (28-30mm).

 WATCH VIDEO

BRUSSELS SPROUTS | 16-737 F1 h *
Vigorous variety for November harvest. Medium sized sprouts  
30- 33 mm. Good field holding ability.

BRUSSELS SPROUTS | BRECHIN F1 h
Easy growing, productive variety for December harvest. Tall variety. 
High number of sprout. Cylindric sprout setting. Sprout size 28- 32 
mm. IR to light leaf spot.

 WATCH VIDEO

BRUSSELS SPROUTS

* This variety is still under development.

 MEET UP WITH US  MENU MORE INFO
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BRECHIN F1 h

BRECHIN F1 h FIELD

https://www.hazera-events.com/brusselssprouts
https://www.hazera-events.com/brusselssprouts
https://www.hazera-events.com/casual-meet-up
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SAVOY CABBAGE
RED CABBAGE
CAVOLO NERO
POINTED CABBAGE
WHITE CABBAGE
FLAT CABBAGE

SAVOY CABBAGE | 14-712 F1 h *
Uniform variety with excellent internal quality and HR to 
Xanthomonas. Good vigour. Compact heads. Well Blistered. 
Excellent internal quality. Average winter hardiness 

SAVOY CABBAGE | 14-684 F1 WYBERTON h
Late maturing Savoy cabbage suitable for winter harvest.  
Fine blistered heads. IR to Xanthomonas.

SAVOY CABBAGE | 14-634 F1 LANGRICK h
Late maturing Savoy cabbage suitable for winter harvest.  
Fine blistered dark green compact heads. IR to Xanthomonas.

CABBAGE

14-684 F1 WYBERTON h

14-634 F1 LANGRICK h
* This variety is still under development.

 MEET UP WITH US  MENU MORE INFO
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https://www.hazera-events.com/casual-meet-up
https://www.hazera-events.com/


ROZERA F1 h

TOURMALINE h

YUROK F1

SAVOY CABBAGE | TOURMALINE h
Compact variety with nice round head (1-2 kg). Good field holding 
ability and IR to Xanthomonas. Good frost tolerance. Harvest end  
of Novembr till mid March. 

RED CABBAGE | ROZERA F1 h
Late variety (140 days) suitable for long storage and the  
fresh market. Good quality and colour. One of the best in  
tests against internal black.

CAVOLO NERO | YUROK F1
Uniform hybrid, deeply savoyed dark green leaves.  

Compact, leaves with uniform size. Good bolting tolerance. 

POINTED CABBAGE | 15-1005 F1 h *
High quality pointed cabbage suitable for production in Spain. 
Maturity 90 days after transplanting. Harvest in December and 
January. Good vigor. Excellent shape.

POINTED CABBAGE | 15-1023 F1 h *
High quality Summer/ Autumn variety. Maturity 85 days  
after transplanting. Excellent shape. Good field holding  
abillity. Very uniform.

POINTED CABBAGE | 15-1037 F1 h *
Very vigorous variety suitable for mid- winter production in Spain. 
Maturity 95 days after transplanting. Excellent shape.

POINTED CABBAGE | DUTCHMAN F1 h
70-75 days Duchy type pointed cabbage. Good vigour and taste, 
improved colour. Can be used  
as mini as well.

 WATCH VIDEO

CABBAGE

* This variety is still under development.
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DUTCHMAN F1 h

https://vimeo.com/459030732


WHITE CABBAGE | LUCAS F1 h
High quality white cabbage with attractive presentation and 
excellent internal structure. Strong against thrips. Suitable for  
long storage. Ready 130 days after transplanting.

 WATCH VIDEO

WHITE CABBAGE | 17-1733 F1 h *
Small heading variety suitable for long storage. Maturity  
145 days after transplanting. 1,5- 2 kg. heads. Compact  
heads. Waxy plant.

WHITE CABBAGE | ZOLTAN F1 h
Storage variety with high yield potential. Suitable for moderate and 
continental climates. Maturity after 130 days. HR against Fusarium.

WHITE CABBAGE | 17-1494 F1 h *
High yielding cabbage suitable for long storage. Strong against 
thrips. HR against Xanthomonas & Fusarium. +-150 growing days.

 WATCH VIDEO
 

WHITE CABBAGE | RAMENOS F1 h
Small heading white cabbage, suitable for long storage.  
Strong against thrips. Maturity is 130 days after transplanting.  
IR to Xanthomonas and HR to Fusarium.

WHITE CABBAGE | 17-1632 F1 h *
High yielding storage type, for continental conditions. Maturity  
120 days after transplanting. 3-4 kg. heads. Medium storage. 
Strong against thrips. HR to FoC.

 WATCH VIDEO

FLAT CABBAGE | 17-1569 h *
Ready +/- 80 days after transplanting. Very uniform high yielding flat 
cabbage. Good field holding ability. HR to Fusarium conglutinans.

 WATCH VIDEO

CABBAGE

RAMENOS F1 h

* This variety is still under development.
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LUCAS F1 h

ZOLTAN F1 h

https://vimeo.com/459030732
https://vimeo.com/459030128
https://vimeo.com/459030128
https://vimeo.com/459030128


SET ONION
DIRECT DRILLED ONION
BUNCHING ONION

SET ONION | CONTADO F1 h
Very early, productive hybrid set onion. Contado F1 has an excellent 
firmness and good skin retention for a set onion. This hybrid has a 
thin neck and a round to high-round shape.

DIRECT DRILLED ONION | FASTO h
Early, highly productive variety with strong root system. Globe 
shaped, firm onions with thin necks and well attached skin. Fasto F1 
is a unique combination of earliness and very long storage potential 
- its quality and skin finish ex-store are second to none.

 WATCH VIDEO

DIRECT DRILLED ONION | VENTO F1 h
Early Rijnsburger suitable for long-term storage. Attractive,  
firm and round shaped. Vigorous root system and foliage.  
Flexible variety, suitable for all soil types, but preferably light soils 
with good irrigation.

 WATCH VIDEO

ONION

CONTADO F1 h

 MEET UP WITH US

VENTO F1 h

 MENU MORE INFO
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FASTO h

https://vimeo.com/459030128
https://vimeo.com/459030128
https://www.hazera-events.com/casual-meet-up
https://www.hazera-events.com/


DIRECT DRILLED ONION | CENTRO F1 h
Early maincrop variety producing very high yields. Very firm, globe-
shaped bulbs, with good skin retention and good dormancy. Suitable 
for (very) long storage. Very vigorous crop with a strong root system. 

DIRECT DRILLED ONION | DORMO F1 h
Highly productive maincrop variety, very firm, very good skin 
retention and a very good dormancy. Suitable for extremely  
long storage. Healthy and vigorous leaves.

DIRECT DRILLED ONION | KAMAL F1 h
High yielding hybrid for mid-to-long term storage. Very firm and 
uniform red onions with thin, well-closed necks. Good internal and 
external colour. Variety suitable for direct drilling and sets.

DIRECT DRILLED ONION | 37-219 F1 h *
Experimental: very early red hybrid variety for long storage. Excellent 
skin quality and uniform round bulbs.

 WATCH VIDEO

DIRECT DRILLED ONION | 37-222 F1 h *
Very early maturing hybrid red onion, with next-generation storability, 
at a level significantly above what is currently available on the 
market.  In industry tests 37-222 has also been shown to have a 
high percentage of single centres. Bulbs are of a uniform globe 
shape with a deep and even red colour.

 WATCH VIDEO

DIRECT DRILLED ONION | CERESCO F1 h
Mid-early long day variety with excellent yield potential. Globe 
shaped onions with high percentage of single centres and good 
firmness. Suitable for long-term storage.

DIRECT DRILLED ONION | MANESCO F1 h
Highly productive, mid-early variety suitable for long storage. 
Uniform, globe shaped, firm onion with thin necks and yellow-
brown, high quality skins. This is the combination of storability  
and high quality.

ONION

37-222 F1 h * This variety is still under development.
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MANESCO F1 h

https://www.hazera-events.com/onion
https://www.hazera-events.com/onion


DIRECT DRILLED ONION | HAECKERO  
(37-116) h
Peronospora destructor resistant (PdR)- Long Day, highly productive 
early variety for mid-long storage. Good skin retention, uniform globe 
shape and good plant vigour. Excellent choice for organic production.

 WATCH VIDEO

DIRECT DRILLED ONION | 37-117 h *
Experimental: highly productive maincrop variety for long storage. 
Good skin retention, uniform globe shape and excellent dormancy. 

DIRECT DRILLED ONION | PRELESCO F1  
(37-118) h
Early, long-day variety: the golden combination of earliness an yield. 
Uniform, globe shaped bulbs with yellow-brown skin, top quality 
and well attached skins. Vigorous plants with strong root system 
guarantee high yeilding potntial. Suited for mid-long stirage.

 WATCH VIDEO

DIRECT DRILLED ONION | 37-119 h *
Mid-early long day PdR variety- the golden combination of quality 
and storage potential for organic production. Uniform, high globe 
firm onions with yellow-brown, top quality skins. Vigorous plants 
with erected leaves. Very high yield potential.

 WATCH VIDEO

ONION

DIRECT DRILLED ONION | 37-120 h *
Experimental: early spanish storage variety producing jumbo, round 
shape bulbs with dark skins with strong retention. It has erect top 
and is suitable for overhead irrigation. Very firm.

DIRECT DRILLED ONION | 37-121 h *
Experimental: mid-early spanish storage variety. Jumbo, blocky 
shaped bulbs with dark, well attached skins. The bulbs are firm and 
have very good dormancy. Erect, strong tops.

BUNCHING ONION | CHOHO F1-NEW
Vigorous and upright growth habit. Healthy leaves with deep blue-
green colour. Very good quality without bulbing. Easy to peel and to 
clean. Strong root system and resistant to Fusarium, basal rot and 
pink root rot.

* This variety is still under development.
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CHOHO F1 NEW TYPE h

https://www.hazera-events.com/onion
https://www.hazera-events.com/onion
https://www.hazera-events.com/onion


TOMATO

TOMATO | GOUTINE h
Harvest type: loose. Vigor plant: strong. Resistances HR: Vd, 
Fol(1,2), ToMV,For. Shelflife: good. Firmness after ten days: good. 
Green parts after ten days: good. Usage advise: fresh carton or 
pre-packed. Fruit shape: found/flat, bit ribbed. Average fruit weight 
in grams: 90-120. Color: red. Jointed / jointless: jointed. Shinines: 
good. Suggested shopper usage: general cooking.

TOMATO | SENSERA h
Harvest type: cluster. Vigor plant: strong. Resistances HR: Va, Vd, Fol 
(0-2), ToMV, For. Resistances IR: on. Shelflife: very good. Firmness 
after ten days: very good. Green parts after ten days: very good. 
Usage advise: pre-packed and loose box. Fruit shape: round. Average 
fruit weight in grams: 90-110. Color: red. Jointed / jointless: jointless 
high. Shininess: good. Suggested shopper usage: general cooking.

TOMATO | SUMMERSUN h
Harvest type: loose. Vigor plant: strong. Resistances HR: Vd, ToMV, 
Fol(1). Shelflife: good. Firmness after ten days: good. Usage advise: 
pick&mix / pre-packed / mix-pack. Fruit shape: round. Average fruit 
weight in grams: 12-15. Color: yellow. Shininess: good. Suggested 
shopper usage: snacking (one bite).

TOMATO

GOUTINE h

SENSERA h

 MEET UP WITH US  MENU MORE INFO

21SUMMERSUN h

https://www.hazera-events.com/casual-meet-up
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TOMATO | FLAMANTYNO h
Harvest type: cluster. Vigor plant: strong. Esistances HR: 
Vd, Fol(1), ToMV, For. Resistance IR: TYLCV, Mi. Shelflife: 
very good. Firmness after ten days: very good. Green 
parts after ten days: good. Sage advise: pick&mix / 
pre-packed / mix-pack. Fruit shape: round. Average fruit 
weight in grams: 14-17. Color: yellow. Shininess: good. 
Suggested shopper usage: snacking (one bite).

TOMATO | 27468 h *
Harvest type: cluster. Vigor plant: strong. Resistances  
HR: Va, Vd, Fol (0-2), Ff(A-E) ToMV, For. Resistances  
IR: on. Shelflife: good. Firmness after ten days: good.  
Green parts after ten days: good. Usage advise: fresh  
carton or prepacked. Fruit shape: round/flat. Average  
fruit weight in grams: 150-170. Color: red. Jointed / 
jointless: jointed. Shininess: good. Suggested shopper 
usage: general cooking.

27464 h

27468 h

FLAMANTYNO h

DILETTO F1

TOMATO | DILETTO F1 
New Albenga Tomato with excellent agronomic traits. 
Production is very good vs. the check, with an excellent 
tolerance to BER. HR: Fol:0, For ; Pf:A,B,C,D,E ; 
ToMV:0,1,2 ; Va:0, Vd:0. IR: Ma,Mi,Mj ; TYLCV

TOMATO | 27464 h *
Harvest type: loose. Vigor plant: strong. Resistances 
HR: Va, Vd, Fol (0-2), Ff(A-E) ToMV, For. Resistances IR: 
on. Shelflife: very good. Firmness after ten days: very 
good. Green parts after ten days: good. Usage advise: 
fresh carton and loose presented. Fruit shape: flat, 
ribbed. Average fruit weight in grams: 270-300. Color: 
red. Jointed / jointless: jointed. Shininess: very good. 
Suggested shopper usage: general cooking.

 GO TO VR GREENHOUSE

* This variety is still under development.

TOMATO
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https://360hosting.online/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/bleiswijk_8_juli_nieuw_2/index.html


CELERIAC
CELERY
FENNEL
SCAROLE ENDIVE 
SWEDE
TURNIP

CELERIAC | HMC41125 F1
Very round bulbs. Nice internal quality. Healthy foliage.

SCAROLE ENDIVE | LEMPIKA
Original escarole endive for summer and early autumn cropping, 
having a large number of narrow leaves. High yield for processing. 
Erect habit. 

SCAROLE ENDIVE | MAKEBA
Bolting tolerant escarole endive for spring to early autumn cropping. 

High yield for processing. Mid-upright habit.

CELERIAC, SCAROLE ENDIVE, 
SWEDE, TURNIP, CELERY, FENNEL

 MEET UP WITH US

MAKEBA

 MENU MORE INFO
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LEMPIKA

https://www.hazera-events.com/casual-meet-up
https://www.hazera-events.com/


SWEDE | PICT F1
New, very uniform hybrid swede with yellow flesh.  
Very nice round shape.

TURNIP | PLESSIS F1
Globe-shaped hybrid with purple shoulder. Very 
homogeneous. Adapted to late spring and summer 
sowing. Good cold tolerance at harvest.

TURNIP | DECLIC F1
Flat shaped hybrid with very deep, purple shoulder. 
Adapted to early production under shelter and early open 
field. Strong bolting tolerance. Excellent homogeneity.

CELERY | ANTARES F1 (HMC4105)
Green celery. Medium long straight ribs. Nice presentation, 
good healthiness. Versatile, rather good bolting tolerance.

FENNEL | BELLOTTO F1
Suitable for the early slot. Excellent earliness and bulb 
quality. High bolting tolerance.

FENNEL | HMC43002 F1
New fennel suitable for autumn harvest.

BELLOTTO F1 

CELERIAC, SCAROLE ENDIVE, 
SWEDE, TURNIP, CELERY, FENNEL
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CAULIFLOWER
GREEN ROMANESCO
ORANGE ROMANESCO

CAULIFLOWER | TIRZA F1 h
Flexible summer variety, performs well from early summer until 
early autumn. Good cover and quality curd. Around 75 days from 
transplanting to maturity.

CAULIFLOWER | SOLIDA h
Variety suitable for summer and early autumn. Erect plant habit  
with good cover. Ready after +- 80 days.

CAULIFLOWER | 10-533 h *
Fresh market variety for Autumn harvest. Maturity 90 days after 
transplanting. Uniform. Dense curd. White colour. Clean bottom.

CAULIFLOWER | HMC33833 F1
New summer white cauliflower with erect plant habit, bluegreen 
foliage, and excellent cover. Plants have a strong adaptibility to heat. 
Dense and attractive white curds with a nice facepack. Medium 
cycle. Consistent performer.

GREEN ROMANESCO | CORNELIO F1
Romanesco variety with 80-90 days cycle, for summer and autumn 
production. Brings very symmetrical pyramid, heavy and with a nice 
attractive green. Good healthiness.

ORANGE ROMANESCO | HMC33919 F1
New! Orange romanesco novelty with very attractive curd and color 
- consumer favorite.

CAULIFLOWER

* This variety is still under development.

 MEET UP WITH US

HMC33919

HMC33833 F1

 MENU MORE INFO
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SOLIDA h

TIRZA h

https://www.hazera-events.com/casual-meet-up
https://www.hazera-events.com/


BROCCOLI | BABILON F1
New hybrid, main season variety. Uniform maturity for  
concentrated harvest. Firm heads with nice dome shape.  
Relative maturity 75-80 days.

 WATCH VIDEO

BROCCOLI | HMC35192 F1 
New hybrid for second early and main season harvest. Heads with 
high dome, firm heads, uniforms beads and heavy yield potential.

Compact plant frame. Relative maturity 70 days.

BROCCOLI | CLX 35984 F1
Broccolini main season type. Tight domed heads, clean stems. 

BROCCOLI

BROCCOLI

 MEET UP WITH US

BABILON F1

BABILON F1

 MENU MORE INFO
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https://vimeo.com/457832706
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SWEET CORN

SWEET CORN | TURBINE F1
Supersweet sh2 yellow. Early production variety for use in  
fresh market and industry. Relative maturity 70 days. 

SWEET CORN | SEXTET F1
Supersweet sh2 yellow for fresh market. Main season maturity.  
Rust resistance with relative maturity 76 days.

SWEET CORN | MINT F1
Supersweet sh2 yellow. New, rather early hybrid for processing  
and fresh market with excellent taste. Strong plant but rather 
compact with long cobs. Relative maturity 77 days. IR: Et / MDMV.

SWEET CORN | CINDY F1
High eating-quality, sh2 supersweet yellow for fresh market.  
Main season maturity. Relative maturity 76 days.

SWEET CORN

TURBINE F1

MINT F1

 MEET UP WITH US  MENU MORE INFO
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CARROT

PATZI

MAESTRO F1

CARROT

CARROT | POLYDOR F1 
New Nantes type carrot targeting the storage market. Smooth dark 
orange roots. Upright foliage. 

 WATCH VIDEO

CARROT | PATZI F1
Berlicum hybrid, performs best at relatively low plant densities, 
targeting large sized roots (25+ cm long – 40+ mm diameter).  
High yield potential.

CARROT | XELA F1
A new late Berlicum hybrid for storage. Performs best at relatively 
low plant densities, targeting large sized roots (25+ cm long –  
40+ mm diameter). Attractive orange color and root quality. 

CARROT | MULETA F1
Flakkee hybrid aimed at the processing market. Good red colour 
with competitive carotene content. High and uniform yield.

CARROT | TRIBORD F1
New hybrid suitable for high density sowings and bunching.  
Nice erect foliage.

CARROT | MAESTRO F1
Excellent variety for organic production due to its high resistance 
to Alternaria dauci and powdery mildew. Long shelf life due to its 
silvering resistance after washing. 

 MEET UP WITH US  MENU MORE INFO
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https://vimeo.com/459029509
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LEEK

LEONORA F1 h

33-2580 h

AUTORA F1 h

LEEK | AUTORA F1 h
Vigorous hybrid for harvest mid-July to mid-October. Very uniform, 
upright plant type, with a long shank. High performance with good 
production and easy to clean. Well suited for direct drilling.

LEEK | 33-2580 h *
Experimental. Very high productive hybrid for late summer and 
autumn harvest. Uniform plants with dark color. Suited for both  
fresh market and processing.

 WATCH VIDEO

LEEK | ISADORA h
Autumn variety for harvest end-September to early-December. 
Upright plant type with dark green color and high specific weight.

 WATCH VIDEO

LEEK | LEONORA F1 h
Preferred variety for processing.  
Suitable for harvest mid-October to  
mid-December. Uniform, solid shanks with high 
percentage white. Cut rings stay firm.

 WATCH VIDEO

LEEK

* This variety is still under development.

 MEET UP WITH US  MENU MORE INFO
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ISADORA h

https://vimeo.com/457835597
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COURGETTE

MIRZA F1

COURGETTE | TOSCA F1
Open field, late maincrop. IR : Powdery Mildew. Open habit,  
easy to harvest. Cylindrical, bright green fruit. 

COURGETTE | TETHYS F1
New squash with very nice round green bulbs with a small flower 
scar. Plant has almost no sideshoots and is easy to manage. Main 
and late season. Upright compact habit on a vigorous plant. Nice 
round shape with dark green glossy color. IR: Px, CMV, ZYMV, WMV.

COURGETTE | MIRZA F1
Early spring/main crop. Very open, erect plant habit and short 
internodes for easy harvest. Very attractive mid-green, shiny fruit. 
Very early high yield. IR: Px, ZYMV, WMV.

COURGETTE | PRECIOZA F1
Main and late season, medium early plant with very open  
and upright habit. Medium, dark-green, long, cylindrical fruit.  
IR: Px, ZYMV, WMV.

COURGETTE

TOSCA F1

 MEET UP WITH US  MENU MORE INFO
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PRECIOZA F1

https://www.hazera-events.com/casual-meet-up
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WATERMELON

WATERMELON

* This variety is still under development.

 MEET UP WITH US

WATERMELON | LYNX h
Our smallest mini Crimson which set a standard to European 
consumers buying fruits of 1.5-2.3 kg, ideal for 8-10 fruits per box 
count. Vigorous plant. The big advantage is that if has long shelf 
life with excellent flesh qualities, crunchy and very sweet; excellent 
shipper exported from Brazil and Central America to Europe. 

 WATCH VIDEO

WATERMELON | 50037 h *
New early mini Crimson with a perfect crispy texture, very uniform 
size and shape. Fruits are round, and flesh color is deep red, very 
sweet taste. Size range is between 1.5-2.3 kg, ideal for 8-9 fruits 
per box counts. It is recommended to graft. A great addition for 
Lynx for the shorter distance production countries.

WATERMELON | SERVAL h
Dark round Crimson with excellent qualities for long distance 
shipping and transportability on rough roads thanks to its thick rind. 
The plant is strong and is high yielding. Very tasty and crispy flesh. 
Size is 2.3-2.8 kg within the range of 6 to 8 count fruit.

 WATCH VIDEO

LYNX h

 MENU MORE INFO
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SERVAL h

50037 h

https://www.hazera-events.com/casual-meet-up
https://vimeo.com/458123552
https://vimeo.com/458936993
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WATERMELON | NECTARO (50025) h
New dark Crimson with an excellent round shape, dark red crispy 
flesh of an outstanding quality and very sweet taste. The vine is 
strong and able to push the yield and setting. Fruit is round with a 
weight range between 2.5-3.2 kg, ideal for 6 counts and sometimes 
8 counts/box.

 WATCH VIDEO

WATERMELON | EXCITE (50027) h
A new generation of quality with high yield of high quality crimson  
fruit. Healthy vine development with a good resistance level to 
Powdery Mildew. Fruit of round shape has strong internal qualities  
with good brix. Weight range between 2.8-3.7 kg for big 6 count to 
close to midi size

 WATCH VIDEO

EXCITE (50027) h

WATERMELON | EXPERT (50033) h
A new generation of quality providing a new Crimson, 
which is very suitable to grow in hot  and even dry 
conditions thanks to its strong vines and powdery mildew 
resistance and with high yield potential. Fruits are round 
with excellent internal quality. Weight range is between 
2.5-3 kg, targeting 6-8 counts/box (mainly 6).

 WATCH VIDEO

WATERMELON | EXTAZY h
Well known long distance shipper known for its excellent 
qualities and shelf life, being the standard mini for many 
years. Targeted for 6 count (2.8-3.5 kg) proved it’s 
adaptability due to its vigor and ability to recover after 
harvest. It still is a standard variety for retailers buying from 
long distance since it so reliable in quality.

WATERMELON | MIELHEART h
6 count tiger watermelon for early to mid season 
performing well in cooler conditions with prolific setting  
in the early season. Fruits are for 6 
count mainly with a size of 2.5-3 kg 
and early sugar accumulation.

WATERMELON
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EXPERT (50033) h

NECTARO (50025) h

MIELHART h

EXTAZY h

https://vimeo.com/458936536
https://vimeo.com/458899777
https://vimeo.com/458899937


LEOPARD h

WATERMELON | BOBCAT (50020) h
New Tiger variety with Ocelot flesh qualities giving high 
yields, targeted for 6 count watermelons, weighing 
between 2.5-3 kg. Strong plant with good vigour, well 
adapted for grafting. Performs well in cool conditions. 
Giving round fruits with a nice sharp color contrast 
between rind and red flesh. Crispy combined with a very 
sweet taste.

WATERMELON | LEOPARD h
Renowned Tiger for the mid to late season (hot season 
adaptation). Strong plant, very productive with good 
internal quality and firm flesh. Fruit size o f 2.5-3.5 kg (a bit 
bigger when grafted).

 WATCH VIDEO

WATERMELON | OCELOT h
A Tiger mini that set a standard in 8 count fruit size in the 
markets due to its exceptional qualities. It has an intense 
red flesh color and high brix. Very tasty crunchy flesh, 
and is very attractive. Shape is uniform round providing a 
weight range between 2-2.5 kg.

 WATCH VIDEO

WATERMELON | CHEETAH F1 h
Our high yielding Tiger variety providing a high % of 6 
counts/box with an average weight of 2,5-3 kg when 
grafted. The strong plant is well adapted to grow in cold 
as well as in hot conditions. Fruits are very attractive 
Tigers, round with deep red crunchy very tasty flesh and a 
uniform rind thickness.

 WATCH VIDEO

WATERMELON

BOBCAT (50020) h

CHEETAH F1 h
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OCELOT h

https://vimeo.com/458900103
https://vimeo.com/458936729
https://vimeo.com/458899599


WATERMELON | FELIPE (51019) h
First new large Crimson release from our new pipeline 
giving fruits of 6-8 kgs (size 45) with deep red firm crunchy 
flesh. The vine is strong and has intermediate resistance  
to powdery mildew giving it strong endurance and  
potential for multiple harvesting and production during the 
hot season.

WATERMELON | MIRELLA h
Mini diploid (seeded) Crimson watermelon with excellent 
flesh quality for early season production, giving round 
fruits of size 2.5-3.5 kg. It is also perfect pollinizer for 
seedlessTiger watermelon as it has a strong flowering 
capacity for the early-mid season production. As a 
pollinizer the benefit is that fruits are saleable in the  
local markets.

WATERMELON | TIGRIS h
Mini to midi seedless variety of 3-4 kg, a bit bigger (around 
3.5-4.5kg) when grafted with excellent internal quality, 
crispy and sweet flesh. Fruit is round with an attractive 
dark Tiger appearance. Good leaf cover, suitable for being 
grafted. It can be used as dual purpose for both fresh and 
fresh cut (when grafted).

 WATCH VIDEO

WATERMELON | MARGAY (51021) h
Our unique solution for a dual purpose Tiger watermelon 
targeting both fresh cut as whole fruit consumption. It is a 
midi round watermelon with a weight range between 3.5-
4.5 kg. The flesh texture is firm and crunchy and has been 
well appreciated by fresh cut producers providing the real 
watermelon taste experience; it is well adapted to grafting.

 WATCH VIDEO

FELIPE (51019) h

MARGAY (51021) h

TIGRIS h

MIRELLA h

WATERMELON
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https://vimeo.com/458937094
https://vimeo.com/458124472


Attention: This information and any complementary/other verbal or written information that may be given on behalf of Hazera, present 
average results of specific trials; these are neither exhaustive nor necessarily accurate and may not be regarded as advice, guidance, 
recommendation, representation or warranty. Sowing times and growing areas are indicative only. Pictures are illustrative only.  
The sale & use of seeds are subject to the terms and conditions appearing collectively on seed packages and in catalogues and/or at:  
http://www.hazera.com/terms-and-limitatons. E&OE. © 2020 Hazera. All rights reserved.

*  Resistant varieties may exhibit some disease symptoms or damage under heavy pest pressure and/or under adverse environmental 
conditions and/or in the face of new biotypes, pathotypes, races or strains of the pest that may emerge.

*  Pplease refer to the ISF definitions at http://www.worldseed.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/Definition_on_reaction_plants_to_
pests_2017_final.pdf. 
 
A copy of the definitions for terms describing reactions of plants to pests for the Vegetable Seed Industry, can be obtained at our 
offices upon demand. 
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